Our Glorious Future – the Millennium
Matthew 19:27-30

PROPOSITION: The millennium is a 1,000 year people where God’s faithful will work, rule, and be richly rewarded by Jesus on a renewed earth where Jesus will physically reign and rule.

I. What happens when we sacrifice for Jesus?

A. We give up things others have

B. God will “renew” or “rebirth” the earth

C. Disciples will join Jesus on thrones to judge

D. Sacrifices for Jesus’ sake will be rewarded 100-fold

E. True believers will receive eternal life

F. The values of our day will be reversed

II. What makes the millennium so special for us?

A. Jesus will rule leading to true peace and justice

B. Earth/nature will work as it was originally intended

C. We will be given responsibilities based on our sacrifices now

D. Those who sacrifice the most will have abundance

E. Those who are “lower” privilege will have much